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Brand New Book. Ever since Dolly, the Scottish lamb, tottered on wobbly legs into our
consciousness - followed swiftly by other animals: first, mice; then pigs that may provide human
transplants, and even an ordinary house cat - thoughts have flown to the cloning of human beings.
Legislators rushed to propose a ban on a technique that remains highly hypothetical, although
some independent researchers have announced their determination to pursue the possibilities.
Political scientist and well-known expert on reproductive issues, Andrea L. Bonnicksen examines the
political reaction to this new-born science and the efforts to construct cloning policy. She also looks
at issues that relate to stem cell research, its even newer sibling, and poses a key question: How does
the response to Dolly guide us as we manage innovative reproductive technologies in the future?
Various legislative endeavors and the efforts by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to oversee
cloning, as well as policy models related to federal funding, individual state laws, and programs
abroad, inform Bonnicksen s identification of four types of cloning policy. She analyzes in depth the
roles of diverse interest groups as each...
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Reviews
A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to read through. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through period. You wont feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Estelle Donnelly
It in a of my personal favorite pdf. Of course, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Nichola s Ra tke
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